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Prayer: Invitation to the Holy
O God, the Holy Spirit,
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Come Sunday morning just before 10am (and sometimes on
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Wednesday evenings), I sit down in my rocking chair in front of the flat
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screen
TV and ready myself to dream I am in my church sanctuary to drink
up the music, message and meditative/contemplative moments of refuge
from what has often been another stressful week in a year that has been an
extremely difficult year to experience. Not difficult in the sense that I have
had to stay home a lot more than usual. I do go out to work a minimum of
hours in the office and make trips to the grocery store, pharmacy and pet

store all while masked and sometimes gloved and attempting to maintain a
6’ distance. Staying home has always been comforting to me as I realize my
home is also a sanctuary for me – my place of refuge and safety.
I am thankful I am able to do some work from home. Many people do
not have that option. We have a treadmill and some exercise equipment to
use to try to stay fit so we don’t need to go out to a gym. We have the
technology to watch movies and shows. Cooking shows are my favorite and
have helped me add to my somewhat limited repertoire of recipes so we
don’t miss those dinners out on a Friday night so much. Travel shows are
next on the list of favorites for that escape to another land where life was
once “normal.” I can even use my smart phone to google a bible verse or
prayer if I am in need. I also do crafts at home which consist of making
prayer beads and crocheting small, usually holiday projects or an occasional
blanket. Counting and stringing beads and wondering what prayers might be
said while holding them, and counting crochet stitches, keeps my mind off of
the worry of messy politics, Corona virus and other depressing news stories
that seem to be the constant these days.
I am thankful my church has the equipment, technology and the people
to make worship happen for me and anyone else to tune in and take a break
from the worries of the world. I can listen to Pastor Amy give an inspiring
sermon and Bryan and many other talented church members provide music
and songs to provide and prepare me with what I need to face another week.
Pastor Amy, Bryan, and the technical crew that makes worship happen,
I am eternally grateful and I want you to know I am out there listening. I
know my world is a better place with all of you in it.
Prayer: Loving God, I am so grateful for my pastor, my church family, my
church’s many musicians, and all the technology that enables us to connect.
Thank you for being present wherever we are, and for helping me to create
sanctuary at home. Amen.

